2* Preliminaries* In what follows, all rings are commutative
and all modules are unitary. R will always be a differential ring with 1, with fixed derivation denoted by " ' ". By a differential module M over R, one means an i?-module M together with an additive map from M to M, again denoted by " ' ", which satisfies (rm)' = r'm + rm' for each reR and me M. If xe M, the successive derivatives of x will be denoted by x ',x", •• ,x (%) , ••• . By a differential algebra A over R, one means a differential module A which is a ring and for which the module derivation is a ring derivation. By an ideal of A, we always mean an algebra ideal.
Let M be any jR-module and T g M a subset. We denote the zero divisors of T in R by %Έ(Ί) and the annihilator of T in R by jχf R {T).
The assassinator of M in R, written Ass^ M, is the set of prime ideals of R which are the annihilators of nonzero elements of M. The support of M in R, written Supp^ M, is the set of prime ideals P of R such that M P Φ 0. Now let R be a differential ring and M a differential iϋ-module. Assume, in addition, that M is a differential i?-algebra. Denote by {T}/M the smallest radical differential ideal containing T. The following fact is a trivial consequence of [5; Lemma 1.3] . Let Rad M = 0 (i.e., M has zero nilradical), and let T be a subset of either R or M. Then J^(Γ) and S^M{T) are radical differential ideals. 
Then, since xy' + x'y = 0 for any xeT, and y f eSsf R (T), we see that x'y = 0. Hence, x"y + x'y' = 0. The above argument applied to y' instead of to y would have resulted in x f y r = 0. Hence x"y -0. Continuing in this way, we see that Proof. Since A satisfies the ascending chain condition on radical differential ideals, there must be a 19 , a r in A such that A = {a ly •• ,α r }/A. Suppose that A P = 0. Then there are SiβR-P such that Sitt* = 0 for each i. Let s = Πί=i s ; Then sα^ = 0 for each i. Since Rad A = 0, %Ά{s) is a radical differential ideal of A containing each a i9 and so must equal A. But then sA = 0; i.e., s e ^f R {A), which contradicts si P. This completes the proof. Proof. That Ass^ A g Supp Λ A is just [1; § 1, °3, Prop. 7(i)]. Now let QeSupp^ A. Then A Q Φ 0 as an iϋ^-algebra. By Lemma 1, Ass Λ<2 (A ρ ) Φ <Z>. Let P x e Ass Λρ (A ρ ) with P L = %* RQ (a/1). Since Rad (A Q ) = 0, P : is a differential ideal. Let P = {r e 1 |r/l e P,}. Then P is a prime differential ideal of R and P ^ Q. We claim that Pe Ass^ A. By hypothesis, P = {p x , , pj/iϋ for some p ί , p n e R. Since p^/1 = 0, there are s^R -P such that p^α = 0 for each i. Hence, if s = Π?=i s ί> Pi G -^(sα) for each ί. Since ^(sα) is a radical differential ideal of R, P g= %* R (sa). On the other hand, if xe^R(sa), then α?α/l = 0; i.e., x/1 e P x ; i.e., xe P. Hence P = %* B (sa) e Ass^ A, and we are done. 
(BJB).
Then ζ) = ^(δj for some δ : e 5 x /5. Since Pδ x = 0, P £ Q; hence, by the maximality of P, P = Q and Ass Λ (BJB) consists of the single prime P.
Starting with B = 0 and using the above method, we construct an increasing chain of radical differential ideals of A satisfying the conclusions of the lemma. By hypothesis, this chain must stop; i.e., at some stage, B t = A, and we are done. 
Let the hypotheses be as in Theorem 1. Then Supp Λ A consists of exactly the prime ideals of R which contain
We remark that if R contains the rational numbers and satisfies the ascending chain condition on radical differential ideals, then any quotient by a differential ideal of the differential polynomial ring over R in a finite number of differential indeterminates also satisfies the ascending chain condition on radical differential ideals.
If we assume that R s A, we get the following result with no chain condition assumptions on R. THEOREM Proof. We note that (i) is well known and proved more directly in [5; Theorem 7.5]. Now A/1, viewed as an A-algebra, satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. Let P 19 , P n be the unique elements of Ass 4 
(A/1) minimal over J^(A/J). Since le A, s*f A (A/ΐ) = /, and since I is a radical ideal, I~ Π?=iP<. This proves (i).
Since the P< are minimal over j^A(A/I), they are minimal members of Ass^ (A/I) by Theorem 1. On the other hand, let P = %Άβn) £ Ass A (A/1), with a 1 eA/I. Let aeA be mapped to α 1# Then aφP ό for some j = 1, , n. But Pαg/g P y , so that P g P d ; i.e., P = P ό . Hence Ass 4 (All) = {P lf , P n }. Now let Pi = gTjfai), at e A/I for each i. Then Qi = P 4 n -K must be ^(αi) for each ΐ; i.e., Q^ 6 Ass^ (A/I).
To complete the proof, we must show that any Q e Ass^ (A/1) is one of the Q im Localize A and R at ζ). Then A Q is an jB ρ -algebra satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem and I Q is a radical differential ideal of A Q . Further, I Q is a proper ideal of A Q for, since Id RS Q, we see that (/ Π R) Q = I Q Π R Q S QQ\ i.e., R Q ^ Iρ Since each Pi is prime, I Q -(Π?=iPi)ρ = ΓΊΓ = i(Pi) ρ where we have assumed that Pu , P r are exactly those among P ly , P n such that (P^) Q Φ A Q . Note that r > 0 by Lemma 1 since A Q /I Q Φ 0. By the initial argument in this part of the theorem, Ass RQ (A Q /I Q ) = {(P^, •• ,(P r )e}. Since Qρ S ^R Q (AQ/IQ), Q Q S (Pi) Q Π i?ρ = (Q<) ρ for some i. Since Q ρ is maximal, Q Q = (Q<)Q; i.e., ζ) = Q <f and the proof is complete. 4* The case for modules* The situation for modules is less complete. However, under the restriction given below, we can gain some information about Ass^ (M) when I is a d-finitely generated iϋ-module.
We say that the differential R-module M satisfies the property (#) if ideals of R maximal among the annihilators of nonzero elements of M are differential ideals. We say that M satisfies the property (##) if M/N satisfies the property (#) for every differential submodule N of M.

THEOREM 3. Let R be a noetherίan differential ring and M a nonzero, d-finitely generated R-module which satisfies the property (##).
Then Ass R M is finite.
Proof. The assassinator of nonzero modules over noetherian rings is never empty. Using the condition (##) and Lemma 2(i), we modify the proof of Lemma 5 to prove an analogue of Lemma 5 in which the A { are replaced by differential i?-modules. The result now follows as in the first part of Theorem 1.
Further progress in this direction is limited by the fact that prime ideals of R containing s%f R {M) need not be in Supp^ M. The correct modification is given in Lemma 7. (For example, let R = Z, the integers, with the trivial derivation. Let M be generated over Z/2Z by 1 and the set {x/2 n } for n = 0,1, 2, , and have derivation
The following discussion indicates what is still true if we assume only the condition (#). We shall need the result [2; Th. I]: 1 THEOREM A. Let R be a noetherian differential ring, and let M be a definitely generated R-module. Then M satisfies the ascending chain condition on differential submodules.
We can now prove THEOREM 
Let R be a noetherian differential ring and M a d-finitely generated R-module which satisfies the property (#). Then %ί R {M) is expressible uniquely as the union of a finite number of differential prime ideals, each of which is maximal among the annihilators of nonzero elements of M.
Proof. Each nonzero xe M has an annihilator ideal, and is clearly their union. Each such annihilator is contained in a maximal one which is prime, and differential by assumption. Let {Pχ}χ eΛ be the set of these maximal annihilators, and let P λ -^R(xχ), To show uniqueness, we remark that if ζ) were a member of another such union, then Q £ U?=iP» implies that Q equals one of the P/s [4; Th. 8] . This proves the theorem.
For any i2-module M, define ^j^(ikΓ), the power annihilator of M in R, to be the set of r in R such that for every me M, there is a positive integer n with r w m = 0. Then ^sf R {M) is an ideal which contains both j^f R (M) and its radical. (If M is finitely generated, it equals this radical.) LEMMA 6. Let M be a differential R-module. Let ae M and r e R, and suppose that ra = 0. Then, for every nonnegative integer n, we have r n+1 a {n) = 0.
Proof. We proceed by induction, the case n = 0 being satisfied by hypothesis. On multiplying through by r, we have the result. This contradicts si P.
LEMMA 8. Let M be any R-module. Let I = j^(Λf) (resp., 1 = έ?S%f R {M)), and let P be a prime ideal of R containing I. Assume that M P Φ 0. Then I P £ jy Rp {M P ) g P P {resp., I P s ,^j^R p (M P ) s P P ).
Proof. The first inclusion is clear in both cases. We prove the second inclusion, ^s$f Rp {M P ) g P P . Let a /ί e ^J^p(Af P ) with xeR and teR -P, and let me Λf be such m/1 =£ 0. If (x/t) r m/l = 0, then there is an s e R -P with sx r m = 0. If & g P, then sx r e R -P, so Proof. M P is a nonzero, d-finitely generated module over R P . Since P is minimal over I, Lemma 8 implies that P P is minimal over j^R p {Mp) (resp., &*J#R P {M P )).
By Lemma 9 and the remark preceding it, P P £ %* Rp (M P ). It follows from Theorem 4 and the maximality of P P that there is an xe M such that P P = %* Bp (x/l). Further, P P is a differential i? P -ideal. Since P= {reR\r/leP P }, P is a differential ideal also. Since P P is finitely generated, this implies the existence of an se R -P such that sPx = 0. But then P = %T R {sx). For if ysx = 0, for some y e R, then (y/ΐ) (x/1) = 0; i.e., y/leP P .
It follows that yeP, and we are done.
EXAMPLE. Let S be a noetherian ring containing the rational numbers and equipped with the trivial derivation. Let R be the ring of formal power series over S in the indeterminate z, equipped with the derivation defined by z' = z. Since every prime ideal of R is of the form PR or PR + zR, where P is a prime ideal of S, R satisfies the condition (##) for any iϋ-module. Let x be an indeterminate, and let M 1 -R[x~% viewed as a differential .R-module by the derivation (x) f = r for some unit reS.
Since x~{ n+1) -(x~ι) {n)
times a unit of S, M ι is d-finitely generated over R by 1 and x~\ Let M be any quotient module of M x by a differential submodule. Then M and R satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 3, 4, and 5. Notice that if M 1 is considered as a ring, Rad M λ need not be zero.
